COMMUNITY OUTREACH

1. Champaign West Rotary Club presentation: “Learning by thinking outside the box: the value of zoo and wildlife medicine in the veterinary curriculum”
2. X-time X-plore summer camp owl pellet dissection & wildlife conservation discussion (15 participants ages 8-10y)
3. University of Illinois iExplore Summer Program Wildlife Medical Clinic Tour & Wildlife Encounters Presentation (50 total participants over three sessions, ages 10-15y)
4. X-time X-plore summer camp touch & feel activity & wildlife conservation discussion (15 participants ages 12-15y)
5. Professional Staff Leadership Academy Wildlife Medical Clinic Tour & Wildlife Encounters Presentation (20 participants, adult age)
6. Facilitated Wildlife Medical Clinic Wildlife Encounters Presentations
   - DREAAM Academy Academy (50 participants over two sessions, ages 12 to 17 years)
   - College of ACES, Department of NRES (40 participants over two sessions, adult age)
   - SPLASH, Urbana Middle School (10 participants, ages 11 to 14 years)
   - University of Illinois Chicago Library Virtual Event (est. 50 participants, all ages)
   - Private event (25 participants, ages 6 to 8 years)
   - University of Illinois Extension (50 participants, all ages)
   - Vet Med Open House (est 100 participants, all ages)
January Hawk Talk: Owl Be Seeing You
February Hawk Talk: Love and Impact
March Hawk Talk: Moving on Up
April Hawk Talk: The Tortoise and the Hare Edition
May Hawk Talk: Snowy Owl Success Story
June Hawk Talk: The Reptile Edition
July Hawk Talk: The Nutrition Edition
August Hawk Talk: Back to School Edition
September Hawk Talk: What's Good for the Goose
October Hawk Talk: Bats, an Owl, and a Safe Halloween
November Hawk Talk: Get Ready for Winter
December Hawk Talk: Winter Facts and Fun
July 7: Baby coyote recovers at Wildlife Medical Clinic
December 27: Great blue heron rescued from frozen Lake Sara
Wildlife Medical Clinic at University of Illinois has big impact on wildlife and students alike
February: Meet Ruby the Red-Tailed Hawk
March: University of Illinois Wildlife Medical Clinic great opportunity for students
April: Do you know what to do if you stumble upon a baby bunny in your yard?
June: Meet Onslo, the 21 year old skink
July: Build your own bird feeders with the Wildlife Medical Clinic
August: Wildlife Medical Clinic status update leading into academic year
September: Avian influenza concerns with fall migration approaching
October: Keeping critters safe this Halloween season
November: Don’t play opossum! Keep unwanted critters out of your home
December: Unique giving opportunities to support Wildlife Medical Clinic

2. At the National Wildlife Rehabilitators Association Symposium, Madison, WI, 2022
   - Sander SJ. Baylisascaris & You.
   - Sander SJ. Toxic Things & Wildlife.
   - Sander SJ. Updates in Reptile Analgesia.
   - Cox K, Wells M, Sander SJ, Sander W. Predicting Orphan Avian Presentations at a Wildlife Center. Poster Presentation
   - Bender E, Keller K, Sander SJ, Sander W. Effects of Anticoagulant and Time on Red-tailed Hawk (Buteo Jamaicensis) Hematology. Poster Presentation

3. At University of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine Research Day, Urbana, IL, 2022
   - Meadows, SNA, Hung, Chien-Che, Chen, Jenn-Wei, Soukup S, Sander SJ. Campylobacter hyointestinalis isolation from howler monkeys (Alouatta caraya) and spider monkeys (Ateles fusciceps robustus) at a zoological facility in central Illinois.


5. At Fall Conference, Champaign, IL, 2022
   - Sander SJ. Effective Clinical Teaching: Optimizing the Mentor and Mentee Experience.

6. At the Michigan Veterinary Medical Association Michigan Veterinary Conference (MiVetCon), Grand Rapids, MI, 2022
   - Sander SJ. Battling Bird Bones: Avian Orthopedics.
   - Sander SJ. Marsupial Medicine 101.
   - Sander SJ. Rodents, Rabbits & Ferrets – Oh, My! Comparative Anatomy for the General Practitioner.
   - Sander SJ. These are a Few of My Favorite (Toxic) Things.
   - Sander SJ. Updates in Reptile Analgesia.

7. At Wildlife University Virtual Symposium, Urbana, IL, 2022
   - Sander SJ, Zoo Ethics.